Republic of the Philippines
QUEZON CITY COUNCIL
Quezon City
19th City Council

88th Regular Session
ORDINANCE NO. SP—2497, S-2016

AN ORDINANCE APPROVING THE SUBDIVISION PLAN OF LUCERO VILLE HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC., WITH SEVENTY ONE (71) SALEABLE LOTS (COMMUNITY MORTGAGE PROGRAM) ORIGINATED BY THE QUEZON CITY GOVERNMENT, LOCATED AT LOT 86-B-1, PSD-00-054695, SARMIENTO STREET, BARANGAY STA. MONICA, QUEZON CITY, REGISTERED IN THE NAME OF SANTIAGO LUCERO, ET AL., AND COVERED BY TRANSFER CERTIFICATE OF TITLE NUMBER 004-2012007659 OF THE REGISTRY OF DEEDS OF QUEZON CITY, CONTAINING AN AREA OF TWO THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SIXTY FOUR SQUARE METERS AND FIFTY SQUARE DECIMETERS (2,764.50); AS APPLIED AND REPRESENTED BY ITS HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION (HOA) PRESIDENT, MR. CASAN U. MACALANDONG, IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS OF THE IMPLEMENTING STANDARDS, RULES AND REGULATIONS OF THE QUEZON CITY ORDINANCE NO. SP-56, S-93, AND BATAS PAMBANSA BILANG 220.

introduced by Councilor GODOFREDO T. LIBAN II.